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Professor-emeritus of the Pontifical Oriental Institute at Rome, Tomas SpidlaÃ‚Âk dedicated his

scholarly life to studying and teaching the theology and spirituality of the Christian East in the hope

of reconciling Eastern and Western Christian traditions. In this encyclopaedic overview of Eastern

spiritual teaching he has created abridge by which Western Christians may pass over centuries of

misunderstanding and obliviousness.
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. . . a gold mine of data concerning Eastern Christian spirituality.Anglican Theological

ReviewChristian libraries should have a copy of this book, and it ought to be readily accessible to

anyone who writes or teaches in the areas of Christian spirituality of mysticism.Spiritual Life. . . a

good introduction to Eastern Christian theology . . .America. . . a mine of information and a very

handy tool for professors, students, preachers&#151;any soul earnestly seeking union with

God.Vadyaioti. . . well suited to be studied prayerfully by all Christians, not least of all by those

concerned for the wholeness of Christian thought.Monastic Studies. . . a work to be studied and

cherished.SpeculumSimply indispensible.8th Day Books

A small type encyclopedia on the title's subject. Good reference material, but for a limited audience.

Leo



This book, comprising nearly 400 pages of well annotated, footnoted and referenced theology is a

great introduction to Eastern Orthodox theology. The book covers theology based on:* A Life In

God* The New Life* Christian Anthropology* Spiritual Cosmology* Spiritual Sociology* Negative

Praxis* Flight From The World and Renunciation of the Flesh* Spiritual Warfare* Purification of the

Passions* Positive Praxis* Prayer* ContemplationThe book does a great job of comparing and

contrasting the differences between Eastern and Western Christianity, as well as explores the

Greek and Coptic foundations of Eastern Christian thinking. Comparing the theology to teachings of

Socrates, the Stoics and others, the reader is able to get a good handle on the basics of Eastern

Christianity through both comparison and lecture.The book itself is partly a systematic theology text,

so it isn't "easy reading", but it is GOOD reading. Worth picking up if you have interest in the

subject.

Very well organized and thorough. What impressed me so much about this introduction is how

uniquely it combines clear and accessible writing with scholarly depth. I think that anyone regardless

of theological education could pick up this book and learn a great deal. May you be blessed by the

spiritual wisdom of the Christian East.

This 13 chapter volume of 473 pages is indispensable for anyone interested in learning and/or

referencing anything that pertains to the spirituality of the Christian East. The author, Rev. Tomas

Spidlik, S.J., is the world renowned scholar/lecturer from the Pontifical Oriental Institute in Rome.

The bibliography (arranged in topical order), index of useful texts, topical index and index of proper

names expedite the reader's use of the text and referencing other valuable material. The endnotes

which follow each chapter are excellent in detail and provide the reader with primary source

material. The material for the chapters is methodically developed from the general area of "Sources"

(ch.1) to the specific topic of "Contemplation" (ch.13) before the characteristic traits of Eastern

Christian spirituality are exquisitly summarized.

The book offers an in-depth study of the spirituality of orthodox catholic practices. well-organized, a

delightful read. this book could very well be used to enhance one's own spiritual practices on a daily

level.
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